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• The process of analyzing supply and
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The process of analyzing supply and 
demand, developing price forecasts



Objectives
• Illustrate some key tools of grain 

price forecastingprice forecasting

• Explain the role of fundamental• Explain the role of fundamental 
analysis in marketing

• Show our current outlook for corn, 
soybeans, & wheat – 2011 & 2012 
crops
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crops
• Some longer-term developments



Marketing Plan Fundamentals
• Start early
• Know your cash-flow costs & risk bearingKnow your cash flow costs & risk bearing

ability
• You can’t go broke taking a profitYou can t go broke taking a profit
• Very often, the best corn & SB pricing 

opportunities are during Jan.-May before pp g y
harvest.  Consider puts @ planting time

• Use revenue insurance as companion to pre-
h t i i t b tit tharvest pricing, not substitute

• Be cautious with complicated new contracts
U d t d b i & t t
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• Understand basis & storage costs
• Use fundamental analysis as mktg. guide



2008-09
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Today’s Risk Environmenty
•Uncertain U.S. Dollar & Weather 

• Global Biofuels – large new Demand
• Low World Grain Reserves

N Ri k M T l• Newer Risk-Management Tools
• Uncertain Govt Payments• Uncertain Govt. Payments
• Insurance: a companion tool for mktg.
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p g

• Reduced World Competition 



Topics to Be DiscussedTopics to Be Discussed

• Processes for Grain Supply-Demand Analysis
Old crop & new crop– Old-crop & new-crop 

• U.S. Ethanol Trends & Effects on Global Feed 
Supply DemandSupply-Demand

• USDA & other information sources
• Key Players in World Grain & Feed TradeKey Players in World Grain & Feed Trade
• Emerging Developments in China’s Grain
• The Future: Potential Areas for increasedThe Future: Potential Areas for increased 

Crops 
– South America
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– Former Soviet Republics
– China Corn?



Fundamental Analysis
• Balance Sheets – A Key Concept

A l i E t D d• Analyzing Export Demand
• Analyzing Domestic Demandy g
• Analyzing Potential Supply
• S D Carryover & price relationships• S-D, Carryover & price relationships 
• Seasonality
• Some Key Web Sites 
• Current Examples
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Current Examples



Why Forecast?
Market Risks are largeg
Business Decisions: based on committed    

& expected future costs & returnsp
• Crop acreage mix depends on prices
• How much N to put on cornHow much N to put on corn 
• Sell @ harvest, store into summer?  
• Contract for harvest or later• Contract for harvest or later 

delivery?  
Base decisions on hunch or best
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Base decisions on hunch or best 
available information?



Role of Fundamental Analysis

• Shows what to watchShows what to watch
• Gives guide to market sensitivity
• Helps quantify new market 

impactsimpacts
• Provides a benchmark price for 

lplans
• Guiding principle: Price influenced
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Guiding principle: Price influenced
by expected supply and demand



Fundamental vs. Technical Analysis

T h i l d d d i i l fTechnical: road map and driving rules for 
traders as they follow market reaction to 
Supply-Demand
In the short run markets over re-act &In the short run, markets over re-act & 
deviate from fundamentals, but supply 
& demand ultimately rule the market 
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Objectives in This Session 
– Not to make you expert forecasters

U d t d h d f t– Understand how good forecasts 
are made
U d t d li it ti f f t– Understand limitations of forecasts

– Identify good information sources
– Provide guides to help anticipate 

market reactions
– Update on grain outlook for 2011-12 

& how outlook was developed
11

& how outlook was developed



Forecasting Rules
– Search for the big picture
– New-crop futures markets are notNew crop futures markets are not 

good forecasters
– Never say always or neverNever say always or never
– If you forecast, forecast often  
– Have a good historical perspectiveHave a good historical perspective
– Be a contrarian: majority of traders 

is often wrongg
– Respect market trends
– Inflation seldom increases corn & 

12
bean prices (but may via oil & $)



The U.S. Corn/Soybean Belt

Minn.
WiscS D k t

N. Dak..

Iowa

Wisc.

Ill
Nebr.

S.Dakota

Ohio

Mi.

Ill.
Mo.Kansas

Ind.
Ky.

Look @ big picture
on crop size, not just

13
81% of U.S. corn & 85% of soybeans are grown outside Iowa

p , j
Your own area.
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Not as tight as corn & sb
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Weather Concerns
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Weather Concerns
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Some Principles
• The market guides production
• Demand has two dimensions:• Demand has two dimensions: 

quantity & price
S l i t di i l• Supply is two dimensional: 
quantity & price

• Market equilibrium: price where 
quantity demanded equals quantityquantity demanded equals quantity 
supplied

•• If quantity supplied exceeds quantityIf quantity supplied exceeds quantity
26

•• If quantity supplied exceeds quantity If quantity supplied exceeds quantity 
demanded, price declinesdemanded, price declines



FORECASTING CONSIDERATIONS:
GRAINGRAIN

• Price influenced by supply demand• Price influenced by supply, demand,
& competing products S-D   (wheat) 

• Prices influenced by current & expected
future conditions

• Grain is a global Market

• Weather: a major supply factor

27• Government policy: U.S. & foreign: EU 
biodiesel tax example



Demand: Two dimensions

Price
Demand 
shift

Quantity
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Price Elasticity of Demand
•• How quantity demanded How quantity demanded 

changes with pricechanges with pricechanges with pricechanges with price

M th ti l iM th ti l i•• Mathematical expression: Mathematical expression: 

% change in Quantity with a 1%% change in Quantity with a 1%% change in Quantity with a 1% % change in Quantity with a 1% 
change in pricechange in price

•• Price flexibility: 1/elasticityPrice flexibility: 1/elasticity
( i i t ith l( i i t ith l
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(price impact with supply (price impact with supply 
change)change)



Inelastic DemandInelastic Demand

Price
Examples?

Quantity
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Elastic & Inelastic DemandElastic & Inelastic Demand
Which will cause

Price
Which will cause 
greatest price 
decline? D or D-1?

D-1
D

D 1

Quantity
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Inelastic DemandInelastic Demand
S-1

Price S-2

Quantity

32
Is elasticity of D for corn changing?



Corn Elasticity of Demand 
• Percent change in Quantity  

demanded with one percent
change in Pricechange in Price

• Corn: formerly -.5%  (this may now be -.2)
S b 4% (thi b 25)• Soybeans: -.4% (this may now be -.25)

•• Or 1% chg. in corn S = 5% chg. In priceOr 1% chg. in corn S = 5% chg. In price
•• 1% chg. In SB S = 4% chg. in price1% chg. In SB S = 4% chg. in price
• With all other market factors
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• With all other market factors 
unchanged



Mandated level of
Corn Price, $/ bu.

Mandated level of
ethanol blending

Demand

Mil. Bu. Corn Processed into Ethanol
5,360 (2015 mandate)
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Mil. Bu. Corn Processed into Ethanol

Demand for U.S. Corn for ethanol With Mandates



GHG Emissions Also a Big IssueGHG Emissions Also a Big Issue

35Mandates = Minimum ethanol blending volume



E-15: a solution to the blending wall?
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Current U.S. Ethanol Markets: E-10 & E-85
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41 Countries Encourage Biofuels
Ethanol, demand growth & food inflation shifting

China from to corn exporter to importer?China from to corn exporter to importer?
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Three Grain PriceThree Grain Price 
Forecasting Methods 

1 Carryover percent of total use1. Carryover percent of total use
2. Computer forecasting model2. Computer forecasting model
3. Price flexibility based on y

elasticity of demand
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5 weeks supply or less: price influenced by ethanol price
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Forecasting with price flexibilities

• Percent change in ’10-1 supply vs. Y/A
• Adjustment for demand growthAdjustment for demand growth

–Feed use
P i–Processing

–Exportsp
• Forecast: Price flexibility x adjusted supply 

change x previous year’s price
42

g p y p
• Adjustment for unusual developments
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Forecasting with corn price 
fl ibilit (P i El ti it 2)

1/5/10

flexibility (Price Elasticity -.2)
• 2010-11 corn supply - 609 mil. bu.pp y
• Adjustment for demand growth

– Feed & residual use -15 mil. bu.
– Processing +357 mil. bu.
– Exports +38p

• Adjusted supply chg. -1121 mil. Bu. or -7.6%
• Forecast:7.6% x 5 = +38% price impact
• Price forecast: $3.55 x 1.38 = $4.90 U.S. 

avg./bu. (’10-11 mkt. yr.)
M f t i b l h t i dj t d f 2011
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• My forecast in balance sheet is adjusted up for 2011 
acreage battle: corn, wheat, cotton & soybeans
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?
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Key Forecasting Variables
• Exports/total supply

Eth l/t t l• Ethanol/total use
• Corn Price lagged one year

0/1 weather variable for drought/flood years• 0/1 weather variable for drought/flood years
• Wheat price lagged one year (Model IIIR)
• Current wheat price (Model IV)• Current wheat price (Model IV)

• R2 Model IIIR = .9044: All Var. Significant @ <6% 
probability except lagged wheat priceprobability except lagged wheat price 

• R2 Model IV = .9244: All Var. Significant @ <6%. 
L t i ifi t i l d i (All th
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Least significant is lagged corn price (All others 
significant at <1%)



Figure 3.

Total 11,693 mil. Bu.
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 Percent Change in U.S.Corn Price & Corn Processing 
for Ethanol, 1981-2008
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17% rise in price to
G t 5% t i f diGet 5% cut in feeding
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Changing corn market

Big swing factor in markets was export demand
55

Big swing factor in markets was export demand



Changing corn market

  Relative Shares of Major Uses of U.S. Corn in 2004-05

Exports

Feed & Residual
Food, Industrial & Seed
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Changing corn market
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Changing corn market

  Relative Shares of Major Uses of U.S. 
Corn, Projected 2010-11

Feed & Residual
Exports

Food Industrial & SeedFood, Industrial & Seed

What’s ahead in next 5 years?
58

What’s ahead in next 5 years?
Cap & trade, GHG, animal agriculture, weather?



.14 cent carry to    
July 2010July 2010

R W normalR.W. normal 
weather forecasts

5.70
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5.80



2010: $1.80 too low?

Large neg.: short crop
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(too low)

2009: $1.35 too low
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Forecasting the New Crop SizeForecasting the New Crop Size
Key information sources

• USDA late March planting intentions report
• Weekly crop progress & condition reportsWeekly crop progress & condition reports
• Weather forecasts, weekly, monthly & other
• Monthly USDA crop forecasts wheat: May• Monthly USDA crop forecasts – wheat: May 

to Sept., corn, milo, SB Aug. – Nov.
P i t f ti t• Private forecasting reports

• Trend yields
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2009:+1 5 2010: -0 62009:+1.5 , 2010: 0.6

Avg. Chg. 1996-08: +0.3%
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Highest Ylds. So far: 160.4 & 164.7
1990-2008 trend for 2011: 162.9
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Note greater down-side extremes when 10% or  
more deviation from trend yld.
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Biofuels have dramatically 
h d th l l b t tchanged the level but not 

seasonality since 2005
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April 1April 1

March 1
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‘05 +.32, ‘06 -.36, ’07 -.07,
’08 +2 3 ’09 + 3508 +2.3, 09 +.35

Past results are no guarantee of future performance
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Forecasting U.S. Corn Yields

• Yield: The biggest uncertainty in 
Sthe Supply-Demand equation

• Corn Yield: 5% below trend forCorn Yield: 5% below trend for 
2011 would cut production 735 
mil Bu below expected usemil. Bu. below expected use

• 10% above trend would put crop 
1.32 bil. bu. Above expected use 

• Price implications: Very Large &
73

• Price implications:  Very Large & 
w/low yld., Explosive for all grains



Wisner Corn yield forecastingWisner Corn yield forecasting 
model, Key variables

• Weekly crop % good-to-excellent, 
major statesmajor states

• Percent of the crop planted, major 
t t b 3rd k f Mstates—by 3rd week of May

• Weather variable: 0-1Weather variable: 0 1
• Time trend to reflect new 

technology
74

technology
• Best results: late July & August



Key Web SitesKey Web Sites
• http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?docum

tID 1186 ( kl & diti )entID=1186 (weekly crop progress & condition)
• http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/MannUsda/viewDocumentInfo.do?docum

entID=1288 (USDA ERS Situation Reports, World Ag Outlook supply-
demand reports, NASS monthly crop forecasts & grain stocks reportsp , y p g p

• http://www.nws.noaa.gov/ National Weather Service weather reports, 
current, 6-10 days up to monthly and season outlook

• http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/expert_assessment/drought_ass
t ht l NWS d ht tessment.shtml    NWS drought assessment

• http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/index.html     NWS 
extended forecasts

• http://www pecad fas usda gov/cropexplorer/ International weather &http://www.pecad.fas.usda.gov/cropexplorer/      International weather & 
crop conditions USDA Crop Explorer

• http://www.pecad.fas.usda.gov/cropexplorer/   USDA World crop explorer 
– satellite imagery by country
h // i d /f l / i / i bidli k d F

75

• http://www.econ.iastate.edu/faculty/wisner/grainbidlinks.docFutures 
Prices & cash prices at various locations

• http://ffas.usda.gov/export-sales/ USDA Weekly Export Sales Report



I Example informationo
w
a

Example information
Iowa Crop Progress as of July 5, 2009

C
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o
p
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rr
o
g
r
e
s
s Illinois has similar information
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Frost Concerns
in 2009
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Frost Impact?
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Brazil Precip.
% of Normal

12/21-12/31/10

Major SBMajor SB
Areas
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Precip % of NormalPrecip. % of Normal
Argentina, Uruguay

9/1-12/31/10Major grain Parguay
Areas

Parguay

Major SB
Areas
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What to Look For in Sources ofWhat to Look For in Sources ofWhat to Look For in Sources of What to Look For in Sources of 
Outlook InformationOutlook Information

• Good detail on international conditions
• Use of sensitivity analysis & probabilitiesf y y p
• Up-to-date S-D
• Advisable to use several sources +• Advisable to use several sources + 

USDA
• Technical analysis can supplement• Technical analysis can supplement 

fundamental analysis
K f 2010 11 U S Chi
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• Keys for 2010-11: U.S. crops, China, 
• S. Am. crops, E-15



Wheat: world competition is strong

-- Adequate but reduced U.S. Carryover      
expected, world – sharper decline
Weather concerns in S Plains & FSU-- Weather concerns in S. Plains & FSU

-- Soft red acres up sharply for p p y
2010-11
Uncertain areas: China weather-- Uncertain areas: China weather,           
2011 world production
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Historical

1/17/11

Price pushed up by corn, ethanol,$ weakness,          
drop in foreign production in 2010

Proj. 2010-11
1/11/10

Proj. 2011-12
1/17/11
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’10-Crop Export Sales Through 
1/6/111/6/11

• Soybeans: 1 321 mil Bu + 9% from yr ago• Soybeans: 1,321 mil. Bu. + 9% from yr.ago.
– 83% of USDA projected mkt. yr. exports
– USDA October proj. expts. Low 7 of 10 yrs.USDA October proj. expts. Low 7 of 10 yrs.

• Corn: 1,054 mil. bu. +4% from yr. ago

• Wheat, at 58% through mktg. yr.:
– SRW:       -10% vs. yr. agoy g
– HRW:       +99%
– HRS:        +90%

All h t 61%
89

– All wheat:+61% 
– USDA Projected for mktg. yr.: +48%



Do pre-harvest new-crop wheat 
prices have a risk premium?prices have a risk premium?

• OSU & KSU research says no
• U of Minn Studies hint at a possible small• U. of Minn. Studies hint at a possible small 

one

• Wheat: fundamentally different than corn & 
SB

Harvesting nearly year around globally– Harvesting nearly year around globally
– U.S. much smaller share of global production 

than corn & SB

90
– Somewhat more weather resistant than corn & 

SB



Coarse Grains

Wheat
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Using elesticity for SB forecast gives Using elesticity for SB forecast gives 
20102010 11 i t $13 70/b11 i t $13 70/b20102010--11price at $13.70/bu.11price at $13.70/bu.

• Corn price will support soybean price 
Th t k t ill t b l f• The two markets will create a balance of 
needed acreages in 2011

f• Biodiesel demand may also be a factor 
since Congress renewed biodiesel tax credit 

• Seasonality: SB supplies will be very tight 
in late summer 
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Soybean/Corn Price Ratio & Change in U.S.Soybean/Corn Price Ratio & Change in U.S. 
Soybean Planted Acres

Selected Years
3 40
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For needed 2011 acres, 
Implies IA cash SB price 

$
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p p
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M
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2008
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Take-home Points: Fundamental Analysis
• Look at the big picture
• Demand elasticity is changing & makingDemand elasticity is changing & making 

prices more sensitive to supply changes
• Typical approach uses balance sheetsTypical approach uses balance sheets
• Price forecasts: typically based on 

stocks/use, forecasting models, and/orstocks/use, forecasting models, and/or 
elasticity of demand

• Know where to get information: weather &Know where to get information: weather & 
crops, USDA reports, ethanol, international 
crop conditions
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p
• Other related information is in next slides



Thanks!

Questions?Questions?

W b SitWeb Sites

http://www.econ.iastate.edu/faculty/wisner/

http://www.agmrc.org/renewable_energy/agmrc_renewable_energy_newsletter.cfm
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Monthly U.S. $ Index to 12/31/09:
Li k d l l t iLinked closely to energy prices

& thus to grain markets
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U.S. General Econ. Outlook

3 Highly Likely Developments3 Highly Likely Developments3 Highly Likely Developments3 Highly Likely Developments

• Trend toward weaker $• Trend toward weaker $
• Increasing inflation, esp. in 2-3 years
• Higher interest rates in 2 3 years possibly• Higher interest rates– in 2-3 years, possibly 

sooner

Driving forces: Driving forces: hugehuge budget deficits and “cap budget deficits and “cap 
& trade”& trade”
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& trade& trade



World Feed Trade OutlookWorld Feed Trade Outlook

• 5 Keys to global feed trade: (1) U.S. biofuels,U.S. biofuels,
(2) U.S crop yields, (3) China,(4) FSU, (5) South 

AmericaAmerica

• Global warming: is it real?
• Will reason prevail in policies?• Will reason prevail in policies?

– impact of GHG emissions controls on economy, 
grain and animal production and trade?g p
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4/01/09   updated 5/6/09

July ‘10 crude oil,

July ’10 corn,5/6/09

y ,
4/01/09

July ’10 crude, 5/6/09

$/barrel

101
Spot Crude
2/09/09

July 2010: $61.65, 
brings corn near         

$4.80/bu.
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104U.S. Ethanol & Yield Trend Have Big Implications for Corn Exports



105Sorghum Also is an Ethanol Feedstock
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Corn Yield to Affect China Export Availability
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Normal Yield: about 68-70% of U.S.

107 bu/A.
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Data Source: USDA, FAS
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2008 crop down 17 mil. Tons or 670 mil.bu.
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China

U..S.
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Potential area to be cleared for crops
W t C t l A ti 2007West Central Argentina, 2007
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Four Key Areas to Influence Four Key Areas to Influence 
F F d EF F d EFuture Feed ExportsFuture Feed Exports

• U.S. -- Biofuels Policies & Crop Yields
– Less restrictive GHG regulations?

• China
– Will its SBM growth slow?– Will its SBM growth slow?
– Will it be a corn importer?

• South America – can it continue to expand?
• Former Soviet Republics – political

122

Former Soviet Republics political    
stability?



The FutureThe FutureThe FutureThe Future
• Grain & oilseeds will be energy crops
• Cellulose crops will compete with other ag• Cellulose crops will compete with other ag 

production 
• Global grain demand will increase modestlyGlobal grain demand will increase modestly, 

next 2 to 3 years as economy recovers
• China may be modest corn importerChina may be modest corn importer
• Non-U.S. feedstuff sources will gradually 

expand suppliesp pp
• U.S. will see significant crop yield increases, 

helping to supply biofuels growth
123

p g pp y g
• Prices will be volatile


